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Time dependent Monte Carlo~TDMC! simulations are performed to determine the effects of a
variety of H reactions at a diamond$001%~231! surface exposed to gaseous atomic and molecular
hydrogen under chemical vapor deposition conditions. The simulation time in the TDMC method is
the same as the real time measured in experiments because all of the considered reactions are
allowed to occur with probabilities which are the product of the TDMC time step and the
corresponding reaction rates. The reaction rates are either explicitly calculated via molecular
dynamics or transition state theory methods, or taken from experimental measurements. The
simulation takes into account H adsorption, H abstraction, H2 desorption, H diffusion, and the
reverse of these reactions. The relative values of the calculated rates and how they affect the surface
radical density and distribution, as well as the effect of CH3 on radical site diffusion are
discussed. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diamond growth via chemical vapor deposition~CVD!
is now a well-established process1–3 and extensive theoreti
cal work has gone into understanding many of the princi
phenomena associated with it.4–13 In spite of these efforts the
mechanisms of diamond film growth are not yet fully und
stood. The CVD growth of diamond films on a hydrog
terminated diamond substrate typically occurs in a gase
hydrogen/hydrocarbon atmosphere at pressures betw
20–30 Torr. The atomic hydrogen in the gas phase is i
dynamic equilibrium with other gas phase species and
diamond surface. The growth process itself is initiated by
formation of a surface carbon radical.1–13 The most likely
means of surface radical formation is the abstraction o
surface H atom by a gas phase H atom to form gaseous2.
Once the surface radical is formed, gas phase hydroca
species such as methyl radical or acetylene can adsorb
the surface and incorporate into the diamond lattice. T
events leading to film growth are hence dependent on
behavior of the surface radical; specifically, how it is creat
what events it experiences during its lifetime, and how it
destroyed. The rates of the individual reactions, however,
at best difficult to determine experimentally. One strategy
overcome this problem has been to model the whole gro
process with a series of plausible and well-characterized
actions, typically extracted from the gas phase hydrocar
literature.5 This assumes that the rates of the gas phase
cesses are transferable to corresponding surface proce
There exists some evidence that this assumption is not v
at least for the case of H abstraction from the diamond$111%
surface.14 The alternative is to either calculate the individu
rates associated with the growth processes or use experi
tal surface rates if the particular process has been meas
The rates thus determined can then be used in time de
dent Monte Carlo~TDMC! procedure in order to extend th
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microscopic rates of the individual reactions to the macr
scopic regime of diamond film growth. The TDMC metho
which we have been developing15,16combines molecular dy-
namics~MD! simulations for extracting reaction probabili
ties and mechanisms,17 simplified transition state theory
~TST! for determining reaction rates of activate
processes,18,19 and the TDMC simulations for extrapolating
the short-time microscopic information to the macroscop
regime of experimental conditions.15,16

The realistic modeling of atomic systems b
way of kinetic,20–24 and time dependent MC
simulations15,16,18,19,25–29has recently seen two significan
developments. First, it is now possible to accurately det
mine the energetics of the equilibrium configurations as w
as the transition barriers of complex systems.15,16 Thus the
rates of individual microscopic processes or reactions can
determined using methods such as molecular dynamics si
lations or transition state theory.18 Second, the definition of
the Monte Carlo time and its relationship with real expe
mental time has been rigorously sought.15,16,19,25–29In the
case of a single isolated reaction the reciprocal of the re
tion rate determines the time required for the reaction
occur.15,18This quantity can be set equal to the Monte Car
time thus defining a direct relationship between the Mon
Carlo time and real time. In the case of a many-particle m
tiprocess system, however, the correlation between the
times is not straightforward. One approach at determin
this relationship has been to scale the MC time by a norm
ization constant chosen such that the MC time matches
experimental time for the simulation of interest.20–24 Other
approaches involve either considering the inverse of the
total reaction rate as a time step and moving one particle
time,18,19or assigning to each particle in the system indepe
dent time steps and the real time step is represented a
average over all the independent time steps.25–27,29Recently
we have presented a simpler alternative,16 for many-particle
multiprocess systems, which is analogous to the single i
lated reaction discussed above. Given a set of rates for all
particles and processes in a system, where the reciprocal

,
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9402 Dawnkaski, Srivastava, and Garrison: H reactions on diamond surface
rate represents the duration of a process, any constant
step may be chosen which is less than the duration of
fastest process. This simulation time step is equivalent t
real time step in which all particles are allowed to move, b
the processes are chosen randomly and allowed to oc
probablistically as will be explained below.

The processes on the diamond$001%~231! surface,
shown schematically in Fig. 1, which have been conside
in this paper include H adsorption and abstraction reactio
H diffusion, H desorption, H2 desorption, as well as the re
verse of each process so as to satisfy the principle of mic
scopic reversibility. This represents a large manifold of pr
cesses with time scales varying over orders of magnitu
Molecular dynamics simulations using an empirical intera
tion potential30 are used to directly determine the probabi
ties of fast time scale events such as adsorption and abs
tion. The rates of slow time scale events such as diffus
and desorption are obtained through the use of transit
state theory using the same potential. The rates of both
short and long time scale processes are then combined in
TDMC simulation where two reactive elements, hydrog
and carbon, are present. In addition to the presence of sin
radical sites on the H-terminated$001%~231! surface the
simulations result in formation of strainedp-bonds31,32 on
individual dimers in equilibrium conditions. The straine
p-bonds have been proposed as distinct reaction specie
the diamond surfaces16,33but their formation and observation
in a dynamically equilibrated system has been explored
this work. Our results show that the isolated radical dens
is from 4%–40% of the total number of C sites and th

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of all of the H processes considered in
TDMC calculation.~A!1, H adsorption to an isolated radical; 2, H adsor
tion at ap-bond; 3, H abstraction to form an isolated radical; 4, H abstra
tion to form ap-bond;~B!, H diffusion process; 1, across trough; 2, acro
dimer; 3, along dimer row; 4, across trough and formp-bond; 5, along
dimer row and formp-bond; 6, across trough and breakp-bond; 7, along
dimer row and breakp-bond;~C!1, H desorption to form isolated radical; 2
H desorption to formp-bond, 3, H2 desorption; 4, dissociative H2 addition;
5, H2 deposition of H at isolated radical; 6, H2 deposition of H atp-bond.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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p-bond density is 1%–10% of the number of surface dimers.
This calculation sets the stage for further studies that include
hydrocarbon molecular reactions leading to the growth of
several layers of diamond under CVD conditions. These re-
sults will be published elsewhere.34

As the method combines many discrete pieces, this ar-
ticle will be organized with the calculations of the individual
reaction rates along with the discussion of the calculated val-
ues being described first in Sec. II. The TDMC procedure
with the results of the simulations are presented in Sec. III.

II. MICROSCOPIC PROCESSES: RATES AND
PROBABILITIES

The dynamic picture of the diamond$001%~231!:H sur-
face in equilibrium with atomic and molecular hydrogen gas
at a given temperature and pressure is composed of micro
scopic individual reactions as well as the overall macro-
scopic view of the steady state conditions. The H atoms and
the H2 molecules in the gas phase react with the surface
hydrocarbon species and radical sites such that new radica
sites are created and previously created ones are destroye
During the process, radical sites may also diffuse along the
surface and come together or scatter off of each other. In this
section we describe, in detail, how the rates and probabilities
of each of the microscopic reactions are calculated.

Given a realistic interatomic potential function capable
of describing the dynamics in a many-particle multiprocess
system, ideally one would like to use MD to either study the
full dynamics of the system or compute the rates and prob-
abilities of the required microscopic reactions. This is prima-
rily because once the interaction potential has been specifie
MD does not require any further approximation or knowl-
edge about the paths or the products of the possible reaction
under nonequilibrium conditions. For activated reactions
with large barriers~;0.5 eV!, however, it is challenging to
use MD to describe the system because the reaction simpl
does not occur within the time scales of typical MD simula-
tions~;100 ns!. The alternative then is to use transition state
theory ~TST! for computing the reaction rates, but the reac-
tants and products are predetermined and only the transitio
states need to be found in the multidimensional phase space
There are cases, however, in which the energetics and struc
ture of the transition states are not easily determined. For
these processes we use experimental rates and probabilitie
or simple estimates. In this section we describe H atom ad-
sorption and abstraction via MD simulations, H atom diffu-
sion via transition state theory, and H and H2 desorption via
experimental observations. The rates of all the reverse pro
cesses are obtained from the corresponding forward rates.

A. MD calculations for H atom adsorption and
abstraction

We have used molecular dynamics to perform a series of
classical trajectory calculations involving H atoms colliding
with a diamond$001%~231!:H surface in order to determine
the adsorption probability on a radical site and the abstrac-
tion probability from a surface C–H bond@Fig. 1~A!#. The
classical trajectory simulation involves solving Hamiltons
equations of motion using an analytic potential energy func-
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9403Dawnkaski, Srivastava, and Garrison: H reactions on diamond surface
tion. The specific potential energy function we have used is
many-body empirical bond order potential developed b
Brenner.30,35 This potential was originally developed to
model the chemical vapor deposition of diamond films bu
in fact, has been used in a number of simulations of oth
hydrocarbon interactions and reactions including the inse
tion of CH2 into a surface dimer on the diamond$001%~2
31!:H surface;17 the pick-up of a molecule from a surface by
another gas-phase molecule~and Eley-Rideal reaction
sequence!;36 surface molecular reactions during
sputtering;37–41 and compression,42 indentation,43,44 and
reaction45–49at diamond surfaces.

The adsorption and abstraction trajectory studies are p
formed on a diamond$001%~231! crystal with various H
atom coverages. The basic system is 8 layers deep with 1
atoms in each layer. For the~231! reconstruction this yields
3 rows of 3 dimers on the surface~see Fig. 2!. The bottom
two layers of the crystal are held rigid, the next four layer
are a heat bath using a Berendsen50 scheme to maintain the
temperature of the system, and the top two layers of C ato
move only under the influence of the interaction potentia
Four different surfaces have been prepared that differ only
the hydrogen coverage,Q. The four configurations are as
follows:

~1! Q50 ~cleanp-bonded surface!,
~2! Q51/2 ~each surface dimer has one adsorbed H atom!,
~3! Q50.89~a fully hydrogenated surface with onep-bond!,
~4! Q50.94 ~a fully hydrogenated surface with one isolate

radical!.

Each of these surfaces is equilibrated to the desired tempe
ture for approximately 2 ps. On each surface 6 sets of 4
trajectories for a total of 2400 trajectories are complete

FIG. 2. The diamond$001%~231! surface with a surface hydrogen coverage
of Q50.94.~A! Top view with touching radius spheres.~B! Side view, ball
and stick model. If the remaining H atom on the central surface dimer w
missing, there would be a strainedp-bond.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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This is done for each of three temperatures, 1200, 1500, a
1800 K. In between each set of 400 trajectories, the surfa
is further equilibrated for approximately 2 ps. During eac
individual trajectory a H atom is randomly placed above the
crystal and given a thermal velocity picked from a 3D Bolt
zmann distribution at the same temperature as the substra
Only the trajectories with net velocities toward the surfac
are allowed to proceed. The impact zone is thus the ent
crystal surface as periodic boundary conditions are em
ployed. The trajectory is then followed until either the H
atom reflects from the surface and passes outside the pot
tial cutoff, a hydrogen atom abstraction takes place and t
newly formed H2 molecule passes outside the potential cu
off, or approximately 2 ps has passed. At the end of 2 ps if
reflection or abstraction event has not occurred the incomi
atom is checked for adsorption. It is considered adsorbed if
is within 1.8 Å of a surface radical site and if the H binding
energy has increased by;3.4 eV for adsorption onto a
p-bond and;4.0 eV for adsorption onto an isolated radical
Examination of individual trajectories has shown that within
2 ps all impinging H atoms have either adsorbed, reflecte
or abstracted.

1. H adsorption

The results from the MD simulations of H atom adsorp
tion on the$001%~231! surface of diamond for the four H
coverages are given in Fig. 3. Also shown are the valu
from a similar calculation on diamond$111% in which there
were four carbon sites, three of which had H atoms adsorb
and one was a radical site.51 In all cases the adsorption prob-

s

FIG. 3. H adsorption and H abstraction probabilities for theQ50.75 $111%
surface and several coverages on the$001%~231! surface;h, abstraction
from $001% Q50.89; j, abstraction from$001% Q50.50; L, abstraction
from $111%; l, adsorption$111%; d, adsorption$001% Q50.50;s, adsorp-
tion $001% Q50.94; ,, adsorption$001% Q50.89; n, adsorption$001%
Q50.00.
, No. 23, 15 June 1995



9404 Dawnkaski, Srivastava, and Garrison: H reactions on diamond surface
TABLE I. Probabilities of H atom and CH3 dynamics on the diamond$001% ~231!:H surface.

Reaction

Probability ~events perms!

1200 K 1500 K 1800 K

H atom collision~0.1 Torr! D 6.56E202 5.87E202 5.36E202
H2 collision ~18 Torr! 8.35 7.47 6.82
H atom adsorption
At an isolated C radical A1 0.0348 0.0320 0.0231
At one C atom inp-bond A2 0.0511 0.0451 0.0396

H atom desorption
To form an isolated radical C1 2.49E212 1.31E208 3.96E205
To form p-bond C2 3.94E208 3.00E205 2.50E203

H atom abstraction
To form an isolated radical A3 1.44E203 3.18E203 4.47E203
To form p-bond A4 2.07E203 3.56E203 5.12E203

H2 deposition of a H atom
At an isolated radical C5 2.60E204 1.07E203 2.28E203
At one C atom inp-bond C6 4.68E208 9.06E207 6.54E206

H2 desorption C3 6.51E207 2.82E204 0.0162
H2 adsorption C4 1.90E212 8.43E209 2.22E206
H atom hop to a radical site
Across dimer B2 0.0709 3.81 54.3
Across trough B1 2.89E205 7.61E203 0.312
Parallel to trough B3 4.84E204 0.0609 1.53

H atom hop to form ap-bond
Across trough B4 7.91E205 0.0174 0.637
Parallel to trough B5 1.62E204 0.0256 0.752

H atom hop to break ap-bond
Across trough B6 4.19E209 6.52E206 8.75E204
Parallel to trough B7 1.04E208 1.12E205 1.18E203

CH3 hop to a radical site
Across dimer B2a 44.7 368 1499
Across trough B1a 4.86E203 0.192 2.22
Parallel to trough B3a 0.512 8.31 53.2

aDiffusion hops for a CH3 radical.
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abilities are given on a per site~i.e., single C atom with a
radical! basis. The following analysis can be made fro
these values:

~a! The adsorption process is exothermic and unactivat
therefore the absolute value of the adsorption~or stick-
ing! probability represents a measure of the surfa
area occupied by a surface C radical. The adsorpt
probability on the$001%~231! surface, where each uni
cell is 6.37 Å2, ranges from 50%–75%, thus the ad
sorption cross section is 3.2–4.8 Å2. On the$111% sur-
face the unit cell is 5.53 Å2, the adsorption probability
is approximately 40%, thus the cross section is;2.3
Å2. The difference is presumably because the radi
on the $111% face is perpendicular to the surfac
whereas on the$001%~231! face the radical is at an
angle and there is a greater angle of approach for
incoming H atom which can lead to adsorption.

~b! The temperature dependence of the adsorption pr
ability is minor although the greater vibrational motio
of the solid at higher temperatures does decrease
probability slightly.

~c! The adsorption onto ap-bond has a greater probability
than the adsorption onto an isolated radical. This tre
is reverse of the exothermicities as energy must be
pended to break thep-bond. The major factor leading
to a difference inp-bond adsorption vs isolated radica
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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adsorption is that the portion of the surface availabl
for sticking to thep-bond is greater. Moreover, the
empirical potential does not include explicit electron
density. Thep-bond electron density should, in fact,
extend farther above the surface than the electron de
sity of the isolated radical. This would lead to the
p-bond sites having even greater reactivity than th
isolated radicals towards incoming particles.

~d! There is cooperativity for adsorption among adjacen
single radicals orp-bond sites. This is evidenced by
the adsorption probability being greater for the clea
surface than for the singlep-bond. This effect has been
observed before for F adsorption on Si~Ref. 52! where,
as mentioned above, there is a greater area on the s
face where the atom can approach a binding site unhi
dered.

In the TDMC calculations we have used the adsorptio
probabilities for theQ50.5 case for adsorption onto an iso-
lated radical and those forQ50 for adsorption onto the
p-bond sites.

2. H abstraction

The H abstraction probabilities are also given in Fig.
for both the $100%~231! and $111% surfaces. The values
shown at each temperature are identical within statistic
, No. 23, 15 June 1995
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9405Dawnkaski, Srivastava, and Garrison: H reactions on diamond surface
limits although the values might be slightly higher for th
$111% surface.51 The activation energy for abstraction is in the
range of 0.34–0.42 eV depending on the surface and
coverage. The transition state on both surfaces is a nea
collinear configuration, and is the main reason for the lo
abstraction probabilities.51,53As the temperature of both the
gas and surface increases, it becomes easier to overcome
activation barrier and the abstraction probability increases

3. H collision frequency

The quantities calculated from the MD simulations for H
atom adsorption and H atom abstraction to form H2 are the
on-site reaction probabilities that are equivalent to isolat
rate constants. What is ultimately needed are the rates
these events which depend on the partial pressure of the a
bient gas. The multiplicative conversion factor to do this
the number of collisions per unit time,Z, that the gas par-
ticles make with the surface. The collision number is give
by54

Z5AsP/A~2pmkBT!, ~1!

whereAs is the area of the site,P is the partial pressure of
the gas,m is the mass of the particle,kB is Boltzmann’s
constant, andT is the temperature. In this casem is the mass
of the H atom andP is the partial pressure of the H atoms
above the substrate. A typical value for the H atom parti
pressure is 0.1 Torr.55 A range of values for the H atom
partial pressures are used in the final TDMC simulations a
the probabilities for H atom adsorption and abstraction und
these conditions are listed in Table I.

B. Transition state theory for diffusion

The diffusion of species on the surface occurs concu
rently with the adsorption and abstraction events. Using t
Brenner hydrocarbon potential and a steepest descent p
~SDP! algorithm56 we have calculated reaction paths for sev
eral H atom diffusion processes on the diamond$001%~2
31!:H surface@Fig. 1~B!#. We have considered three simple
H atom diffusion hops that may occur on this surface;~1! a
hop to a radical site on the same dimer;~2! a hop to a radical
site on an adjacent dimer across the trough; and~3! a hop to
a radical site on an adjacent dimer in the same dimer ro
Processes~2! and ~3! have also been considered for case
where they cause ap-bond on the surface to be formed o
broken @Fig. 1~b!4–7#. Although the primary focus of this
study is H concentration and distribution on the surface, t
effect of competing reaction processes is also of intere
Therefore the same types of hops for a single isolated radi
have also been considered for the case of CH3 diffusion.
Activation barriers for each diffusion path are determine
directly from a SDP calculation. The corresponding rate co
stants are calculated using a simplified transition sta
theory,15,18 in which the temperature dependent rate consta
is given by

kTST5n exp~2Ea /kBT!. ~2!

The prefactor,n, and the activation energy,Ea , are calcu-
lated from the same interaction potential as is used for t
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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MD simulations. A description of the methodology used here
is given in recent references and will not be delineated
here.15,18Finally, we assume that the individual hops are iso-
lated events, thus the rate is independent of concentration
and the rate equals the rate constant for the specific hop
under consideration.

Presented in Table II are the activation energies (Ea) and
prefactors~n! for the various diffusion events as calculated
from TST. In this calculation the CH3 is only allowed to
migrate within a united molecule approximation, i.e., no H
transfer is allowed to occur between the migrating methyl
group and the remaining system. Moreover, the CH3 values
are only used with single radical simulations, thus nop-bond
states are allowed. Studies underway, though, do include
these additional configurations.

Focusing first on the H atom hops we find that all of the
activation barriers are quite high at 2–4 eV in contrast to the
diffusion of H on metal surfaces. The easiest motion is the
migration across the surface dimer~1,2 radical shift!, a reac-
tion unprecedented in small molecule chemistry.57 For the
$001%~231!:H surface it leads to no real net motion, but it is
included for completeness.58 The most difficult motions are
to break ap-bond as thep-bond is more stable by 1 eV than
two isolated and noninteracting radicals using this interaction
potential. The prefactors for H diffusion are nearly constant
at a value of 1013 hops per s.

Due to the directionality of the C–H bonds it has been
argued59 that diffusion across the trough should be consider-
ably more facile than diffusion parallel to the trough in con-
trast to the energies calculated with this interaction potential.
All the activation energies for H diffusion correspond to al-
most breaking a surface C–H bond. This is a consequence of
the short ranged nature of the interaction potential.35 Alter-
natively, dihydride species~i.e., single C atoms with 2
bonded H atoms! could provide a low energy path for diffu-
sion across the trough. In the TDMC calculations some
variation of the calculated diffusion barriers is performed to
explore the changes in the final results due to the above
reasons.

Finally the activation energies and prefactors for CH3
diffusion are found to be smaller than for H diffusion. The
CH3 molecule is physically larger and should have an ex-
tended electron density. Hence it is easier for the CH3 to

TABLE II. H and CH3 diffusion activation energies and prefactors.

H atom CH3

Reaction n ~s21! E ~eV! n ~s21! E ~eV!

Hop to a radical site
Across dimer B2 3.18E113 2.06 1.69E112 1.09
Across trough B1 3.62E113 2.88 4.64E111 1.90
Parallel to trough B3 1.53E113 2.50 5.73E111 1.44

Hop to form ap-bond
Across trough B4 4.13E113 2.79
Parallel to trough B5 1.63E113 2.62

Hop to break ap-bond
Across trough B6 3.82E113 3.80
Parallel to trough B7 1.51E113 3.61
, No. 23, 15 June 1995



9406 Dawnkaski, Srivastava, and Garrison: H reactions on diamond surface
TABLE III. Exponential factors for determining reverse reaction rate constants.

Forward reaction DE ~eV! 1200 K 1500 K 1800 K

H2 desorption to formp-bond C3 23.14 6.5E214 2.8E211 1.6E209
H abstraction from H saturated dimer A3 20.33 4.1E202 7.8E202 1.2E201
H abstraction from isolated radical A4 21.66 1.1E207 2.6E206 2.2E205
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bridge the diffusion path length both across and parallel
the surface dimer.

C. Molecular and atomic H desorption

The desorption of H atoms and H2 molecules from a
diamond surface have large activation barriers, thus the ra
are too slow to be directly modeled via MD simulations an
the short range nature of the interaction potential preclud
determining a reasonable transition state for the H2 desorp-
tion reaction. For H atom desorption, an event which has n
been observed experimentally, a simple Arrhenius form
assumed where the activation energy is the bond strength
determined from the interaction potential and the prefactor
assumed to be 1013 events per s. The rate constant of H atom
desorption from a surface dimer with two H atoms bonded
k51013 exp~24.42 eV/kBT! s21, where the product is an iso-
lated radical. The H atom desorption from a surface dim
that already has a radical, a rate constant
k51013 exp~23.42 eV/kBT! s21 is used and the product is a
p-bond. The rate constant of molecular H2 desorption is
taken directly from a temperature programmed desorpti
experiment60 with k51013 exp~23.14 eV/kBT! s21 and the
only mechanistic assumption made about the process is t
the two hydrogen atoms must desorb from the same dimer
the surface. In a recent time of flight and recoil spectrosco
~TOF-SARS! experiment,61 isothermal H2 desorption is also
a first order process with an activation energy of 2.9860.26
eV and a prefactor of'1011 s21. Our chosen value ofk for
H2 desorption is same as the TPD experimental value.60 The
slower prefactor in TOF-SARS experiment is an averag
over the full range of experimental conditions where a
1013/s is a suitable prefactor for each independent event.

D. Reverse reactions

In order to satisfy the principle of microscopic revers
ibility in the TDMC simulations, we must also consider the
reverse processes of H2 depositing a H atom or a H2 mol-
ecule on the surface@Fig. 1~C!#. These processes are too
slow to be modeled with MD and the values have not be
measured, therefore the rate constants have been estim
from their relative reaction energetics. If we express all o
the rate constants in an Arrhenius form and assume a sim
prefactor, then it is straightforward to estimate the rate co
stant of the reverse reaction once the forward rate const
and the relative energetics of the reactants and products
known. If the forward rate constant,kf , has an activation
energy,Ea , and a prefactor,A, then

kf5A exp~2Ea /kBT!. ~3!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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Since the difference in energy between the reactants a
products,DE, is known, the reverse rate constant can b
written as

kr5A exp@2~Ea1DE!/kBT#. ~4!

From Eqs.~2! and~3! it is straightforward to determine that

kr5kfS exp~2DE/kBT!, ~5!

where, in addition to the energy difference correction, w
have also included a steric correction factor,S, to account for
any possible steric hindrance in the reverse reaction.

Studies using transition state theory for calculating th
rates of H2 deposition of a H atom on the$111% surface of
diamond indicate that in order for the reaction to proceed, H2
must be almost perfectly collinear with the final C–H bond
and aimed right at it.62 Correspondingly we attempt to ac-
count for the area of the carbon atom within the unit cell an
the angle at which the deposition takes place on th
$001%~231! surface. In order for deposition to take place, th
H2 molecule must hit a surface carbon atom. The surfa
carbon atom occupies approximately 1.81 Å2 of a 6.37 Å2

unit cell giving the area correction factor of 1.81/6.37. As
suming the transition state for the reverse reaction is th
same as for the forward reaction a polar angle correctio
factor is applied to take into account that the deposition pr
cess is most likely to occur in a collinear fashion. This cor
rection factor of 10°/90° allows the H2 to impinge at an angle
plus or minus ten degrees of collinear. ThusS is approxi-
mately 0.03.

Finally the calculated rate constants as described abo
must be multiplied by the appropriate collision number a
defined by Eq.~1!. In these cases the mass is that of the H2
molecule and a H2 partial pressure of 18 Torr.

There are several approximations here so ultimately th
question is whether these will significantly alter the results
The partial pressure of H2 is typically 10–100 times larger
than that for atomic H. The mass factor~1/&! from Eq. ~1!
and the steric factor~0.03! almost cancel the pressure effect
thus, the dominant term is the exponential of (DE/kBT). The
DE values for the three reactions are given in Table III alon
with the evaluated exponential factors at the temperatures
interest. In the case of deposition of a H atom at an isolated
radical~C5 in Table I and reverse of H abstraction from a H
saturated dimer!, the probability of deposition is two orders
of magnitude smaller than the competing process of direct
atom adsorption (A1). Since both processes have the sam
end result, the addition of a H atom to a radical site, the exact
value for the deposition as a reverse of H abstraction is re
tively unimportant. In the other two cases the reverse rea
, No. 23, 15 June 1995
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tions rates are orders of magnitude less than the corresp
ing forward reactions and should be negligible.

E. Comparative rates

Before discussing the TDMC calculations it is useful
obtain a perspective of the relative magnitudes of the vario
processes. Given in Table I are the rates for the vario
events at 1200, 1500, and 1800 K. The experimental gro
conditions are in the lower half of this temperature rang
The calculation at the higher temperature~1800 K! is in-
cluded to account for the possibility that the surface diffusi
activation barriers obtained from the empirical potential m
be higher than the actual barriers as explained in Sec. I
The rates are given as number of events perms per site as
this gives a convenient comparative time scale. The rates
displayed graphically in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 5 only the rates of the dominant events at 12
and 1800 K are shown. At 1200 K the dominant proces
are H atom addition to both isolated radicals andp-bonds,
events which occur at the rate of approximately 0.04 adso
tions perms. The H abstraction probabilities are an order
magnitude smaller. The diffusion rates are negligible. O
would expect in the TDMC simulations that the total numb
of radicals would be low and that there would be minim
diffusion of radicals.

At 1800 K the H2 desorption probability is comparable
to the two H adsorption probabilities. This would indica
that the total radical site density should increase. In additi
the diffusion rates are competitive in value and considera
diffusion is expected. Although is it straightforward to es
mate the dominant processes from the table of rates, i
almost impossible to predict quantitatively the competiti
and cooperative effects.

III. TIME DEPENDENT MONTE CARLO
CALCULATIONS

Given an ensemble of microscopic reactions in a syste
the essence of the time dependent Monte Carlo calculatio
how the system evolves towards the equilibrium configu
tion. A template or grid of sites is established on which t

FIG. 4. Histograms of all event probabilities at 1200, 1500, and 1800 K
events/ms/site. The events are labeled as they are given in Fig. 1, withD
standing for the H collision probability with the diamond surface.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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individual reactions occur. The sites are cycled through, an
from a Monte Carlo approach various events are allowed t
proceed. Since we are considering a multitude of competin
processes for many particles simultaneously, an importan
consideration is the method by which we extend the Monte
Carlo calculation into the time domain. For a single-particle
multiprocess system we use the rates of the microscopic pr
cesses to determine the duration of the processes. There
only one clock which keeps track of time for the entire
system.15 The rates of all of the allowed processes for the
particle are combined to obtain a total rate and the time ste
in which the particle moves is then the inverse of the tota
rate. At each time step, one of all the possible processes
randomly selected and the selected process is allowed to o
cur with a probability which is the product of the time step
and the rate of the individual process.15 The rates of the
individual processes are thus included only through the prob
abilities in a single time step which is the real time itself.
Since the processes are randomly selected both the rare a
frequent events are uniformly sampled at each step althoug
the probability of the rare events occurring is very small. The
method has been applied successfully to the case of Si ad
tom diffusion on Si and Ge surfaces.15,63,64Recently we have
extended this method to a many-particle multiproces
system.16 The extension is based upon the observation tha
given the rate of each individual process in a system, th
probability of a process occurring withinany specified time
period or time step is simply the product of the time step and

in

FIG. 5. Histograms of the dominant event probabilities at 1200 and 1800 K
Labeling is the same as for Fig. 4.
, No. 23, 15 June 1995
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9408 Dawnkaski, Srivastava, and Garrison: H reactions on diamond surface
the rate for the process. A single constant time step,dt, for
the overall dynamics is chosen such that it is less than t
duration of the fastest process considered. The probabilit
for all of the considered processes are thus between 0 an
All of the particles are allowed to move in each step with th
process for each particle randomly selected. A partic
moves, however, only if the probability of the move is les
than a uniformly sampled random number between 0 and
The constant time step is chosen such that the accepta
probability of the fastest process is about 0.5, a value typic
of most MC simulations. With this procedure, values o
dt51025 s ~1200 K!, 1027 s ~1500 K!, and 1028 s ~1800 K!
are chosen. The time stepdt51025 s at 1200 K, however, is
larger than the lifetime of a single radical. Adt51027 s
which is smaller than the lifetime of a radical is used in th
simulation at 1200 K. The results for radical diffusion~Fig.
7! were generated with time steps chosen from our earl
approach15 because a single radical diffusion in a many
particle multiprocess system can be treated like a tracer d
fusion in the system.

A comparison of the above method with other rece
TDMC approaches for many-particle, multiproces
systems18,19,25–29is now in order. Given the rates and prob
abilities for each process in the system, in one approach18,19

the time step is the inverse of the net total reaction rate.
each step a particle with a process is selected with a pro
ability based on the individual rate. The process is allowed
occur while other particles remain stationary. In othe
approaches25,26each particle is assigned an independent tim
clock. The clock for each particle advances as the recipro
of the rate of the process that occurs. A master clock kee
track of the overall time, particles move consecutively suc
that a particle moves only when sufficient time ha
passed.25,26 The relationship between the time kept on ind
vidual atomic clocks and on the master clock with real e

FIG. 6. Flow chart of the TDMC algorithm.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
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perimental time remains unclear and is considered as an a
erage over all of the particles. The approach in Ref. 27 pick
particles randomly, from a list of given transition type, but
the relationship of the individual time steps with an overall
real time step is also considered as an average over all th
particles in the system. In our approach there is only on
time which is the real time itself. At each step all particles
are allowed to move, albeit probablistically, and events fo
the particle are randomly sampled. The inconsistencies in th
independent and master clock method25–27have been identi-
fied and addressed in recent publications.28,29 In the refined
method28 for Poisson processes, the transition probabilities
are constructed from the normalization of individual rates
and the time step is the inverse of the average rate weighte
by a Poisson probability distribution. The particles are ran
domly selected and the time step is incremented only fo
successful moves. When rare events occur, they are nece
sarily accompanied by long time increments. Our method
allows for rare events happening at short time duration al
though with small probability. This is in principle closer to
the philosophy of static MC methods where atomic configu
rations of higher energies are also accepted albeit with sma
probability. Cao in Ref. 29 points out that in the case of
independent and master clock methods, a faster convergen
is achieved if the real time step is an average over all th
processes in the system and not over all the particles in th
system as considered in Refs. 25–27. For a single partic
many process system, in such a case, Cao’s method is t
same as our approach.16 The rare events in our approach
though are uniformly sampled as real time progresses.

We are interested in the dynamics of hydrogen on a dia
mond $001%~231! surface with the goal of determining the
radical site density and distribution. The grid chosen is 100
3100 points with periodic boundary conditions in which
each grid point is a$001%~231! surface C atom either with or
without a bonded H atom. The algorithm followed for this
calculation is given schematically in Fig. 6. The TDMC cal-
culation proceeds by keeping track of all the grid points as
well as a history of each radical. In a single time step all grid
points are checked for the possible adsorption, desorption,
abstraction events which affect the radical density. Since th
radicals are constantly created or destroyed at each gr
point, the radical list at each step is sufficiently uncorrelated
with the list of the previous step. The complete list of radi-
cals at each step is thus cycled through and checked fo
diffusion. This approach assumes a separation of the diffu
sive events from all of the other events considered. Thi
assumption is deemed reasonable as the overall radical co
centration before and after the diffusive events remains th
same. The model allows for the tabulation of the overal
radical andp-bond concentrations as well as the diffusion
constants and lifetimes for each species.

A. Diffusion of a single isolated radical vs
temperature and CH 3 coverage

The diffusion of a single species, i.e., a radical, on the
$001%~231!:H surface is the simplest of the TDMC simula-
tions performed and is similar to those performed for Si and
Ge adatoms on Si surfaces.15,63,64 Shown in Fig. 7 is the
No. 23, 15 June 1995
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9409Dawnkaski, Srivastava, and Garrison: H reactions on diamond surface
temperature dependence of the radical site diffusion. It d
plays Arrhenius behavior with an activation energy of 2.
eV, a value indicative of the diffusion barrier for a H atom
along the dimer row. The diffusion is anisotropic but at th
stage we do not feel that the reliability of the relative activ
tion energies is such that we wish to attach significance
the directionality. The TDMC method is capable, though,
determining the specific amounts of anisotropy.15,63

The effect of 10% and 50% CH3 coverage on the radica
diffusion is also shown in Fig. 7. The united CH3 species
serves as a trap for radical diffusion at low CH3 coverages.
That is, the fastest diffusion reaction is for the radical and
CH3 species to exchange places but then the fastest mo
for the next move is for the same radical and CH3 species to
re-exchange back to the original configuration. Conseque
there is no net diffusive motion. This interpretation is co
sistent with the data in Fig. 7 which have the diffusion ra
for the 10% CH3 coverage to be nearly identical with th
fully hydrogen terminated surface. By increasing the C3
coverage to 50% many slower diffusing H are replaced
faster diffusing CH3. Alternative easy diffusion paths ar
presented to the radical and the radical diffusion rate
creases.

FIG. 7. Arrhenius plot of diffusion constants for an isolated radical diffusi
on a diamond$001%~231!:H surface with three different CH3 coverages;
Q50.00,Q50.10,Q50.50.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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B. Equilibrium configuration and radical dynamics

The full TDMC simulation consists of all the H atom
and H2 molecule steps for addition and subtraction of H at
oms to the surface as well as migration on it. The strength o
the TDMC approach is that all these processes can be i
cluded regardless of the time scale. The inherent danger
any TDMC approach is that one might not include ‘‘all’’ the
important events. In fact, our initial study assumed that ther
were only isolated radicals on the surface. It was after exam
ining the final configuration that we realized the importance
of p-bonds and accordingly have calculated more energeti
and included more events in the TDMC calculation. The
presence of thep-bonds offer the possibility of faster CH3
adsorption onto the surface and incorporation into the dia
mond lattice.16

The results from the full TDMC simulation of H motion
on the$001%~231!:H surface are given in Table IV. The con-
cept of radical diffusion now becomes radical lifetime. The
isolated radical coverage is given as a percentage of all ava
able C atom sites. Thep-bond coverage is given as a per-
centage of surface dimers. For example, at 1800 K with a
partial pressure of 0.10 Torr, 22% of 100 000 C atom site
are radicals or there are 22 000 isolated radicals. In additio
12% of the 50 000 possible surface dimers arep-bonds, thus
there are 6000p-bonds. Consequently there are;66 000 H
atoms bound on the surface.

The values of the lifetimes and coverages at a H partial
pressure of 0.10 Torr are logical based on the probability o
the events as given in Table III. The radical lifetime is almos
independent of temperature and has a value of 30ms. This
corresponds to a migration area of approximately 120 Å2 at
1800 K or approximately 50 hops. The radical is annihilate
by adsorption of a H atom from the gas phase. The lifetime
of the p-bond is 10ms. Thep-bond does not diffuse. It is
created by either two radicals diffusing together, H2 desorp-
tion, or the removal of a H atom, from a dimer with only one
H atom, by way of abstraction. It is annihilated by adsorption
of a H atom from the gas phase and by the diffusion of a H
atom onto thep-bond. As expected the radical coverage in
creases with temperature as H2 desorption becomes relatively
more important at higher temperatures~Fig. 5, Table III!.
Similarly thep-bond coverage increases with temperature.

The validity of these conclusions must be ascertaine
against the assumptions/limitations of the empirical poten
tial. To this end, the TDMC calculations have been repeate
for H atom partial pressures an order of magnitude larger~1

g

TABLE IV. Radical andp-bond lifetimes and coverages as a function of temperature and H partial pressure.

H partial pressure
~Torr! 0.01 0.10 1.00

Temperature~K! 1200 1500 1800 1200 1500 1800 1200 1500 1800

Radical lifetime~ms! 261 260 213 28 30 31 3 3 4
p-bond lifetime~ms! 100 108 109 10 11 12 1 1 1
Radical coverage~%! 3.8 11 33 3.8 9 22 3.8 8.3 16
p-bond coverage~%! 0.2 3 25 0.2 1 12 0.2 0.7 3
, No. 23, 15 June 1995
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FIG. 8. The pathways for CH2 insertion into a dimer epitaxial site.
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Torr! and smaller~0.01 Torr! than the initial calculation. As
given in Table IV the pressure variation only changes t
radical andp-bond coverages by about a factor of 1–2
each direction. The H partial pressure does affect the l
times of both the radical andp-bond by an order of magni-
tude in each direction. Not surprisingly the more H that
present in the plasma, the shorter the lifetime of the radic
The uncertainty in the diffusion barriers, as mention
above, has been compensated for in two ways. First,
TDMC simulations have been performed at elevated te
peratures compared to the typical diamond growth tempe
tures. In all cases this leads to increases in the percentag
p-bonds on the surface. Second, the calculations were
peated for diffusion barriers 0.8–1 eV lower in the directio
across the trough. This adjustment does not affect the t
number of radicals but does predict that the percentage
p-bonds increases at the expense of isolated radicals. In n
of the calculations did thep-bonds disappear.

IV. COMMENTS

A many-particle multiprocess TDMC method has be
developed for two-dimensional reactive systems. This
proach allows one to use molecular dynamics simulations
search for reaction mechanisms17 and also to calculate prob
abilities of short time events such as adsorption and abst
tion. Transition state theory is used to calculate rates of s
events such as diffusion. Finally the time dependent Mo
Carlo simulations take the microscopic information into th
realm of macroscopic observables.

This prescription has been applied to the reactions
hydrogen atoms and molecules on the diamond$001%~231!
surface. Radical site densities and lifetimes are readily c
culable. Moreover, the simulations predict the presence
p-bonds on the surface. This second form of reaction cen
in addition to the isolated radical, presents alternative pa
ways for carbon incorporation into the diamond lattice.16

It has been proposed that a key step for diamond fi
growth is the insertion of a CH2 species initially adsorbed on
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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one of the surface dimer C atoms into the surface dime
~configurations 5 and 6 of Fig. 8!, thus adding one C atom in
an epitaxial position.17 If only isolated radicals are present as
reaction centers, as previously postulated,1–13 the formation
of the adsorbed CH2 unit ~configuration 5! can occur via two
pathways as shown in Fig. 8. In path 1-2-5 and 1-2-4-5,
adsorption of CH3 at the isolated radical is followed by H
abstraction from the adsorbed CH3. On the other hand, if
strainedp-bonds are also present on the surface, the CH3 can
add to ap-bond~path 3-4-5! and a H atom can migrate to the
resultant adjacent radical by either an intra- or intermolecula
mechanism.33 The difference in importance among the paths
1-2-5, 1-2-4-5, and 3-4-5 depends on the concentrations o
the isolated radical~configuration 1! vs thep-bond~configu-
ration 3!, the rates of CH3 addition to the two reaction cen-
ters, and the relative rate of H abstraction~path 2-5 or 2-4! vs
H migration~path 4-5!. The adsorption of CH3 at thep-bond
~i.e., path 3 to 4! is about an order of magnitude larger than
at the isolated radical~path 1 to 2!, whereas thep-bond
concentration is about an order of magnitude less than th
isolated radical concentration. Thus the key factor which in-
fluences the relative rates among the three reaction paths
Fig. 1 is the H abstraction probability in path 2 to 5 or 2 to 4
vs the H migration probability in path 4 to 5. Abstraction of
a H atom at a partial pressure of 0.1 Torr and in the tempera
ture range of 1200–1800 K occurs about once every milli-
second per site. A simple transition state theory estimate of H
migration suggests that it should occur once every nanosec
ond per site. Since the reaction from 5 to 6 occurs once pe
picosecond per site we estimate that the formation of CH2

adspecies through thep-bond site in scheme 3 is 4 to 6
orders of magnitude faster than through the isolated radica
in scheme 1.

The extension of this approach into the realm of three-
dimensional growth is the real challenge. Work currently in
progress includes events associated with the small hydroca
bon species necessary for diamond growth. Additionally the
system will include not only the two-dimensional surface,
, No. 23, 15 June 1995
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but also the three-dimensional diamond lattice. This a
proach provides the framework necessary to simulate C
growth processes.
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